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Corina Copp
PROGRESS OF M
a light breeze through the shower window
blew a tuft of grayish cat hairs across the
tile—the basin. the towel Mathilde wanted
resembled a peacock. she took it in her
hands. upon her release, her lover slept
beside her. his face was how they are in sleep,
and her materials with which to fawn were
the same. Mathilde moaned but in playing it
later, no sound. her moan rewound across the
tile as she blew the tuft further on and leaned
from her position on the toilet to pick up the
book. no blood lost, or distrusting of the body
the person supports, today.

as she turned the pages she recognized
someone.

suddenly she wanted to sweep.

Mathilde placed the book back on the floor,
at a pleasing angle to the light mauve
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baphomet. suddenly it all felt too much a
literary experience. too, that awareness felt
inauthentic. she trembled. she was at a loss
what to do.

Mathilde felt an ultrafast transformation in
her gut. how to remove stains from raw silk.

if she opened the book a quarter of the way
through without having read any but the first
two pages of the translator’s introduction, the
immensity of what she had missed combined
with an unlawful opening weighed upon her
just as, moments before the submission of O
to the hands of René pinning her shoulders to
the bed, O’s shame.

how to get stains out of a silk dress. how to
remove an oil stain from silk. how to remove
water stains from silk. how to remove
perspiration stains from silk. removing a
grease stain from polyester or silk.

Mathilde remembered she had wanted to
place a description, ‘progressive willful
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debasement,’ in a text where a woman is
playing Schoenberg’s ‘Transfigured Night’
for her admirer.

an early work, it had caused him some
vertigo. Schoenberg felt one end of a pencil
as important as the other. he would like that.

her name was Mathilde for three reasons. a
pigeon sitting her two eggs on the balcony
had been called Mathilde, J had told her a
few days ago. today, she caressed herself any
time she wanted to. the story goes that she
finally left the apartment and went for a walk.
passing two displays of tennis shoes for sale,
she overheard a young woman tell her friend
that her name was Mathilde.

she wept.

after she wept, some logic of sense came over
her. the name saying its own sense can only
be nonsense.
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not knowing what to believe, she put her
hand between her legs and wanted herself.
but her hand recoiled. ‘I can’t,’ she said. her
own inclination for him had enhanced her
perceptions. she had thus known about his
secret love for her. and it kept her very still,
even now.

whatever was influential—the way a shelf was
built, the teal and mauve cloth of the towels,
portmanteaus that could be both word x and
thing x and then dissolve (as she hoped to
dissolve herself) before her seeing, then
dissolve (as she hoped to herself dissolve) in
cold water and glycerin … the endless rows of
books to critique and determine and warm
up a good reader until her retirement from
this, from being good…

an excellent crier without glycerin.

perhaps one day, this will begin and end as
she found it, so as to look less influential.
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she swept; she would write later. she wept.
she wiped herself. she did not complain.

she went to cleaning.tips.net. in order to
know how to remove it she must know what
substance stained the dress in the first place.

probably the culprit was alcohol. alcohol
stains demand immediate attention. placing
her gratitude for the website on one side of
the parabola demanded she regress on
another; she left the stain alone, as it had
already been too long since she probably
dribbled her wine last night.

he had left her, underestimated her. she had
ceased to be a possible world.

yet here she still existed, a specialist in that
particular failure to become in the eyes of
another, a non-pet of sorts. whatever this, she
felt mostly that, hard, that she had ceased to
be for him and therefore wasn’t, and despite
ultraviolet and X-ray regime light changes
playing over a rotary clothesline or two, isn’t.
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she stands and washes her hands.

whatever was influential was not quite as
sturdy as her seeing. she would let in just
enough to maintain her intimate connection
with astonishment. but import itself, as she
would draw it, her figure, pushed face-down
on the rug, lying on the tile floor, on the bed,
draped on the table as if someone she
recognized had done it, put her there, her
trembling hands pinning his knees together to
her mouth and back to the bed in her mind’s
eye, his suspected coarseness toward her a
mere figment after a dream he said her name,
twice, upon answering her phone call. and
then: ‘what do you think?’ somewhere else,
seaweed, plastic movement from subject to
object as a novelist critiques her character in
a discussion with her girlfriend. to go back,
Mathilde tells herself to moan, and records it.
many translucent shams atop another.

she looks down, she looks to the right, she
closes her eyes, which have no detail. she
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leaves town. she makes it on time. a third
reason—a girl in stripes has been taking out
the trash, going from the door to the
alleyway, when Mathilde arrives at the
apartment building. she sees her walk in and
out and she pretends to pass by (in fact does
pass by). when she goes back inside, Mathilde
turns past the dumpster and into the
alleyway. the note said the entrance was on
the side of the building. her friend said, oh
that must have been Mathilde. Mathilde had
come up behind her.

this all seems fine, if unheated.

pages of the first cycle can be played but they
will create a dependence. she would not be
duped

by

unprecedented

prerecorded
new

sounds

contexts

like

in
this

chamber scene and the two of them in it.

as she turned, the pages did not burn behind
her.

she had exceeded her own vision too much.
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conquering

emotional

receptivity

and

passivity with a decision does not matter, if
her submission has been made in spite of her.

she watched him sleep; a certain football
shape to his eyes. her lover got dressed in a
yellow room they shared with a roommate.
Mathilde slapped her cheeks to make them
blush. she did her mouth and her eyes. she
watched him sleep; a certain football shape to
his eyes. she closed in on her mouth as she
did it. she longs to put a tennis racket over his
face and take a picture. neither of them really
care for sports. the whole world is afraid of
storms, he said to the cat. she undresses.

she comes back to bed. his fingers circle her
arm. together, they stare at the lock he had
on her. unreasonable and unfunny and the
core program was of small surface and she
came to not wanting to admit she had come
to, stuck with recalled words but obscured
sense. ultimately she cannot account for any
of it, even in knowing they had been together
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while he was sick; no, she did not know
anything, for each swatch was aleatory and
cast aside even if fully articulated to her oral
fixation (she often struggled to fish, etc.), her
sensitivities to noise and sudden movements,
and an avoidant personality, originally a subarchitecture term. a voice was heard: ‘a
woman walks through the park at night;’
simultaneously, she performs the action. the
voice was later removed. she is then herself
both herself and ‘a woman’—

2.0 DOUBLE

but whatever, this. speaks uncommonly in the
space between white tennis skirts as if
reciting.

note there she could be offended by a life
arranged for grace alone.

worth posturing to the green plants at the end
of the room.
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from here, a flood of possible solutions could
occur, from murmur to choking. all manner
of bifurcations of the two of them in it, or
each other, even in impure silence, detached
elegance,

bent

over

her,

meaningless

fierceness, held applause as the last pitches
are heard in the sunlight reflected on the
screen through an empty birdcage cleaned
with concentrated ammonia and seen as only
he can. suddenly arrested, her roped focus on
the towels, the tile. focus arrested is
disruption? why should an incorporeal event
be the only thing to express sense? how could
she let up? she bit her lip. choose. the storm or
… me. she would strike that. they kept on.
stop. the surveyor sees 40,049 children shot
and quickly buried and the pro stampede
despite our physical methods of divination,
namely that Mathilde made a coat hanger
from crystals this morning and with this,
music from hanger to hanger in the locked
room where the naked girls were held, and
still he lifted her breasts with logic and
minimal

assistance

from

her

chaotic,

prophetic mind, her hands like white doves
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flapping from out a top hat at a funeral and
restless later walking up and down the
apartment; the air and sky describe the only
pure surface. if measuring love by the extent
of its surface over its degree of depth (as had
been suggested to her by texts), she’d waste
the cabbage (as she wasted most fresh
vegetables)

and drink the corn syrup

(better to support a coagulate evil)
and function as surface

of a lesson

as

long

as

she

could

maintain her connection to astonishment (as I
said) which meant arriving at pleasing
seriality without repetition, xeroxing pages
that appeared to have a stable bearing on the
integrity

of

reenacting

her

memories,

tripping, sharpening every other similarly
unspoken event into a respectful distance, or
an orange mist for tone she pursued and
deprived others, which women could tell was
compatible, once again herself, even when he
insisted she stop. stop.
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Mathilde slapped her cheeks to make them
red. she did her mouth and her eyes. what
was influential entered as her usual text
without order as she opened her mouth to the
water glass, and peered out the window to the
unknown hard core below. in fact she would
have had to return O and René to the
honeycomb tile without shooting it in relation
to the teal towel, as she had 40,049 children
to give birth to; or with no sign of them
(vagabondage, as it has been?), rain pounds
the windowpanes and wets the paper, and ink
… and it might be argued she would force at
that moment in time a condition for listening
in a perpetual attempt to pick up decently
who she does know.

so much as I’ve forgotten her, I’m all you
have.

then again, I’m not the kind of person to
tenderly collapse my identity in a rented
room by the stairs, am I. perhaps she is.

then, and only then
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she wandered outside.

where had the cat gone? yesterday another
book had completely disappeared from the
table on the landing after she had dashed to
the kitchen to fetch her souffleur (a thought
rises only by falling—or is that a voluntarism
… no salt no less, that serves only to separate
us from each other, while plaster falls from
the wall? timid resistance around edges of an
advertised stroll, always partaking in innocent
acts, reliant on pleasant lying about, later to
maul what is sacrifice as if ears to a velvet
ground and on a whim draw us irresistibly
closer for again, some consequence of
breathing has left her fallow, bland, oh but
willing). O was listening to her lover, and the
words which he had spoken to her at Roissy
came back to her: they were almost the same
words. an hour of searching later revealed the
wind had blown it into the neighbor’s garden
down below. with this in mind, Mathilde
imagined the cat there too, fallen and saying
its own sense, common to several worlds
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Joel Gregory
from Connection
Want to know you more
You were there when we met. Wish I could see you/talk again. We gave each other a look as
you walked out. I’m still attached to you. It’s killing me. If you find this, send me a message
back. I want to know you more. I randomly came in your hair. I regret it. I never told you
that. I know we’re still connected in another life. I know its you trying. From the immense
energy. Because it’s active. And it’s matter. Actually.
5 21 15
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Should have stayed in my bed
You’re a habit I can’t let go. The streets are silent. Somewhere a planet tilts from its otherwise
inexorable orbit. My lone, fluorescent glow. Maybe I should have stayed in my bed. I can taste
you, smell you, feel you in it. I suppose this is like shooting arrows into a small sky. Every
reflection, every corner, anything moving. Any noise is conspicuous. And I listen.
5 29 15
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Yesterday in another town
You made me feel so bad about myself. What am I feeling now? The silence speaks volumes.
Taken to the beach, summer nights, no wanting for any material thing, no expectations, in the
heat of it. I’m just putting this out there I guess. I could of sworn that I saw you yesterday in
another town. I am beautiful because you lit me on fire. Blue smile, bare feet. Am I seeing
things? All the trouble you have caused.
6 5 15
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Wish I had asked
You made me do a triple take. Were you flirting with me? We smiled at each other and you
looked down with a guilty grin; it was electric... like energy. Then you left so quickly. The
retrograde began and finished. Please come talk to me. Lust is not necessarily sexual. Lust is
dependent on another, while love is not. Love can be a choice, while lust is not. Inside you is a
part of me that aches. I wish I had asked you out. I will remember this forever.
6 11 15
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I know you felt it
You took my blood and threw it out. You made me swipe the wrong way. It was mesmerizing.
It lays beside my bedroom window. It hangs low, goes deep, curls. I’ll be honest. I’m carnal. A
carnivore. I know you felt it. I guess there never really was a beginning come to think of it.
Everything is what it is. Across countries, counties, back yards, bedrooms. A walk through my
garden. A part of me pushing through the door.
6 17 15
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Shining gold with desire
What’s left to say? We know we have the physical attraction. We know we have the emotional
connection. That’s why we need to be together. So there goes that . . . now I’m desolate.
Maybe I’ll never see you again. Is it weird that all I can think about is fucking you? I’m
completely aware of how pathetic this is. I want to hold your hand walking. I want people to
see us from the shadows, eyes shining gold with desire. And know how good we are together.
6 25 15
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Falling to pieces
You looked beautiful and sad. You caught me masturbating and we locked eyes. The
connection we shared was otherworldly. Tears are falling even as I type this. I cherish how
special you are and how rare this is. I feel like I’m falling to pieces. Falling and re-falling into
your atmosphere. Everything in its right place. But its ok if you aren’t feeling the same.
6 27 15
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For what it’s worth
Your last moments. Why can’t you let go of what’s inside you and actually see me? What if I
don’t want to be safe? No one has ever picked me for anything but sex. I’ve been the subject of
jokes that weren’t funny. I’ve been judged harshly by people I once considered allies. I feel
weird typing this, as if the ocean was constantly suffocating me. I can’t explain why. For what
it’s worth, I’m sorry for my recklessness. But I couldn’t help myself. Because I’m unlovable.
And this, well this is my guilt. All the little things my heart was made of.
7 13 15

[All language sourced from the Missed Connections section of Craigslist within the San Francisco Bay Area.
Each poem is composed of the ads posted on their respective dates in 2015, and posted back onto the site the
following day.]
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Rex Leonowicz
dam stressed
DAMS, damn it, god, dams, irrational
fear, where did it come from?
probably has something to do with water
and dreams: where strong constructions
crumple under rippling liquid
weight, recurring vision of a day at the beach,
i’m with my mom, rockaway beach 116th st, the tide
coming in too quickly for us to climb
up sloped sand to the boardwalk, too quick
to crawl and save the white and cornflower
speckled bedsheet, jelly sandals, snack bags: our measly stuff,
at the same time. at the same time this
would be happening, elsewhere, dams
would be flushing with water through their exit wounds—
the bullet force of a column of wave
striking the dam’s face.
it’s the enormity of a dam i remember
being afraid of. i don’t remember seeing
one aside from on tv and then the feeling
like chugging BIG GULPS of dry space and feeling
the globes settle in your stomach, a kid
watching tv with their cousins, some live-action
pre-teens’ movie scene,PG—some material
may not be suitable— high action and tension
on the long arch of probably the hoover, i take BIG GULPS
of the image—mammoth wall stretching up,
panoramic camera movement just to get it all in,
the million bleached beige bricks in the edifice,
the still and quiet sound of its largeness taking up
so much space, nature hushed. maybe a bird
chirp slides down the long curved slope of the
architecture, but too soft to register, not that
on or off screen, we could identify anything but
sparrow or pigeon. and i was paying too much
attention to the sneaking glimmer of knowledge
of how “easily” destructible i perceived the
structure.
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this, at a young age, 9 or 10? cousins would
make fun in the car, having seen my stress
before, “HEY! think of dams!” as if so easy
to prompt a pathological response
to an anxious stimulus, but i would play
along, shriek or furrow my eyebrows in
exaggerated worry, i don’t know why! fear is
what? and anxiety didn’t exist yet in my young
body’s dictionary, so i laugh with myself,
as opposed to at myself. i mean, laugh with them,
not at me.
but i think i must’ve seen a dam before the fear settled?
the new croton dam in westchester, we would’ve passed, if ever
we were driving there to gawk at pretty houses, also of dreams,
you know, wanting to be the joneses… the feeling of owning
a home is…? would always be a question, being too behind to keep
up with them, but, always room for hopes and wishes, or to just be
outside of queens; i guess a sort of wish fulfillment
fantasy for us all, young and old. fun for the whole
family, to get out; if only.
so much to envy in big design, fine architecture; wow! would ya
look at that! taking the sites in with alarm, terror, and strange
craving, immensity has always been incomprehensible, and
scarily seductive—22-miles of concrete stretching
across the croton river, i don’t remember it: its atypical spillway
mixing manmade aqueducts and natural waterfall, but
i remember the three-car garages and hallways of rooms seen
from the outside, hedges to upkeep, out-sourced-raising
of towheaded angel babies born to sarah lawrence: these
early accomplishments of status, so young and such promise, fate
is funny when inherited, even funnier when
you work for it.
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Oktranspanic

my defense is i’m defenseless against the impulse to panic myself: trans subordinate
even to me it comes last in the line of more honorable mentions, which came first—
the chicken, or the feminist? i’m afraid i’m out of options i’m the egg, i mean
a lightbulb going off in my head, but i haven’t fully fleshed the idea out yet, so
i hover cursor over boxes, options a or b, stand in the middle of two doorways marked
triangle body shape or two-legged body shape: which you would think would be
confusing to anyone, give me a reason to be a woman[sic], or i just want to be...
on the way, but delayed delivery: the long and winding road that leads to stuck hovering
in a stork package between destinations; i have the end point, but no directions; ask for
help and get questions: where did you come from, where are you headed? have you talked to your
primary physician, a psychiatrist, do you have insurance? got answers, no means of how to get
there, can’t explain, or i don’t know; trans, cross, the shortest distance between two
points is a straight line, right? when you put it that way—sounds quick and painless
trans, beyond value 1 & 2, (an irrational figure going on forever, not a whole figure
complete in itself, but still real—off the margin, cannot be written as a simple
fraction, maybe even complex— it happens more than you think, and is not
inconceivable); to be fixed is to be limited, a finite figure is distinct and has presence, we
see where it is and where it was, but it ends predictably. cis is the same. so, you can see
the allure of infinity, though not easy to wrap your head around indefinite, so much
possibility, but you know the more you work for it, the more satisfying the reward,
right? you earned it. and in the end all that matters is you tried, right? slow and
steady wins the race to the beginning of yourself again you started at the finish and
went backward whatever could’ve made you do that, whatever got into your head,
irrational, you made it this far: there, there, here you are, here you will stay, you
will be here, forever.
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blame it on my wild heart
fuck, i am so full of want! impatience,
i don’t want to sound like a journal, diary
of half-of-something. the saga continues,
but it feels more fine now, though time is
so long, the ticker embodies itself
in the pat of my nails anxiously
on the table we sit at, sheepish
eye contact.
i’m so tired, but i don’t sleep. i refuse
it, or i choose not to, not by “choice,”
rather obligation. create too many
commitments. my eyes have lists
behind them. stomach feels sour
with electricity: anxiety and fatigue
and you.
i’m not afraid anymore! we talk
for hours, and create a dream. every
friend—a character, everyone a suspect
in the 50s communist hollywood murder mystery
dinner party: the best thing that’s happened
to us all year, writing the script—
the drama and glamour of fantasy: this penthousesitting gig with its manufactured ketchup-red
kitchen table our arms meet in the middle above
a notebook. we fake-forge the signature of the man
of the house, perfect cursive, we practice each letter
of the alphabet how we were taught, ridiculous
capital Q and S. the loops in C and R.
our knuckles brush each other, our hands
touch. i feel insane, i’m making it
up— two adults and what? between us knuckles
hunched up and brushing
as we curl out strings of letters… doubt.
we talk too much. we say anything.
you write my name, such a great name, so
important, i’ve always thought so.
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wonder at my middle name.
elena, what’s yours? i think of
baby june and her farmboys. hello, everybody
my name is PREFERRED, what’s yours?
your middle name: nellie. almost an anagram
of elena. confirmation name: euphrasia,
you picked the weirdest one. mine was
dorothy, saint with the fragrance of roses,
my grandmother. you smell like rose
water often, i don’t want you
to feel tortured.
your name has the best combination
of letters in it in a pleasing arrangement.
vowels spaced out and then
soft consonants that breathe like vowels:
L and N and M.
it doesn’t have to be so hard. but we are
in difficult places, and we live in fear.
who knows where it comes from; in some
ways, we were born into it. it’s something
we carry, constantly. it hurts to think
about forever. it hurts
to think
about right now. but, at least, we have
this moment, each other.

i want to collectively feel
something
different. maybe it has something to do
with every night coming home to
the same loneliness, knowledge
of the abundance of it
sleeping
next to the loves of my life, and yours,
and ours. alone, coming home
to the inadequacy of tasks completed, new
or old ones yet to be cropping
up behind the eyes, spiraling out, filling
the containment of the room.
so much to do so little
time. no space for it. i can’t find
the time, i lost it. it never ends, sad
to think we could ever separate vocation
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from our private thoughts in private
night; off –time can only exist in
the presence of on; down time requires
its foil, and is harder to catch up on.
vocation feels wrong. A calling, “a strong feeling
of suitability for a particular occupation” ?
to mean your life’s work and you all wrapped
up in it. requiring great dedication.
occupation feels wrong, too. a trade, or “a way of
spending time,” or, “the action or fact of living
in or using a space” ?
to mean how you fill your day and what
you fill it with. and where.
i forget about recreation, leisure,
pastime: already over. avocation,
minor hobby. no time.

if it had been a different time, if under
different circumstances, if in a different
place. if not in this context, not within
this sisyphus position. a person
comes upon me while i trudge
up a city’s hill, frowning zoloft-less rock
from the commercial bearing down
on my body, too heavy with the weight
of it to speak, the weight too heavy
to think: you know when you feel
the weight the commercial said;
you can’t think your way up.
a different time, i could know
better, i could feel different, better
not the thought that keeps me
quiet, in position. things just don’t feel
like they used to, the commercial said,
you know when you feel the weight:
it’s the world, all of it, or
its conditions, this moment
we’re in, the context. too heavy,
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the weight. too wrong, the conditions.
whatever you do,you feel it—conditions
make you lonely, you don’t enjoy the things
you once loved. not the feeling’s fault,
but environment around it, context of
wrongness—the weight:
when you know more about what’s wrong,
you can help make it right, the commercial
said. you know what wrong feels like—
the conditions…help make it right.
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Paul Ebenkamp
FROM AN ABANDONED WORK

Big things grow much bigger
And need bigger things inside them
—Dominick Fernow

)
Blank creaking in its impress to sound some
way was the beginnings of just another
thing you felt to know, now, across
vast wastes, the god hand waving goodbye,
and mind the unsurroundable flowing
from an infinitely dense pinhole towards
which light will forever be traveling,
born and gone.
Follower of rest.
If it happens often it’s unfinished.
The awful fires
that seem not to burn.
Auspices dig in.
Posture of follower.
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(
Pearlescent early western sky and vapor din from the roadways here in Circleworld,
mysterious Circleworld—
Sitting here with my iced tea, trying to hear the salespeople out, trying to think of a good
question for later, trying to really apply this mostly ambient and approximate product’s
surfeit of purposes to my own life, to foresee where the fact might land, pill held under
tongue until the captors pass, but I couldn’t go on, I was already and for as long as I
could remember been going on, there was room for more and better of it, sure, but not
on my ship. Next slide please.
I said next slide!
One chance out
between two worlds!
But what about the worlds actually? Where are all their little teeth, supposed to be
hugging the little teeth of everything else with that revolting adhesive crunch?
Shock at silk and ink’s precipitating chlorophyll drool floated to me and studded the
ventricles, blood gulp deep in the chest and that nowhere’s swell that I feel—
Oh it’s hard to get there and it’s weird once you do!
Such was the difference between today and now that only the most cheaply facemelting
interstitial myths in piebald fog could dent it.
FUCK
EVERYTHING
ELSE
EXCEPT
FOR THE MYSTERY
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)
So we talked about mind until the breath attached to a word for it stopped waking up to
me
in the mirror between outside and interior, facing neither way,
gulf of aspect in yr intertwin eternity
these days
seems like
everyone’s
getting
certified,
walks right up to that sheaf of attendance reports and closes its game show eyes—
Comparing overwhelm least in what is iterated maims the body slumping on its head,
in its ocean of licenses
tries to break an open window,
but this won’t wash, say my parents on a couch in the mountains.
To rend is not to free, I guess, speech falling like a rope into its knot and tending
outwards from the wildfire of Reason-in-Sinew with sensibilities that can’t act, can’t
stand upright without a language tower to ogle high above the hairline at, waking up in
coats of complicated frost, skin crawling away in grief, about to humble the hell up at
whatever next treehouse sanatorium presents itself, or maybe there’s some hotshot
espionage school in remote Switzerland’d do suitable for another hundred lifestyles
of pinning hopes
on closed loopholes
In The System???
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(
He thought if he could just be ashamed and obsequious enough that everything would
work out. But out to what was forgot. The surf is a forgetting sound.
Hours cross,
half a sudden
hate work, hate words, hate the sun for never going in reverse
salt the triggers!
I and the other hand—source feet planted or motive—
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)
The more the raft floats the more you realize there’s none such things as desert islands.
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(
And then a little INTERMEZZO SCHERZANDO wherein I pick a fight with my
formaldehyde environs,
watching strangers looking over other strangers’ shoulders at their tablets and phones,
sex and brains,
sex and brains—
when I see it from the train window,
tagged gigantically
on a black mesh fence
an acre long in Oakland:
YOKE.
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)
WANT TO
BITE THE
WORLD IN
HALF BUT
CAN’T
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(
It’s never
too late
to beat
the clock
to death.
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)
But across town I’m still trying to insist on our apartment’s charm: smoke pot, draw
walls, that’s about it—a valorizing wind always headed from the next house down.
Happening to have felt this same way yourself once, the dishwater running down your
head, you decide to take a position in life.
We meet in the peripheral zones of human continuity, viz days-of-the-week or I-am-nthin-line. They open up in a uniform embrace that makes us feel all-sided. A sort of course
of history develops everywhere, and stays there, but our summers back in amplified
grass-stain mirror-stage peacetime taught us how no fixedness – bone or clothing,
column or song – will have ever been closer to total hollow flux than the time our poem
stopped breathing as we read. Blood runs like a graph through its infinite head but the
ears connect by a single vein, and it hurts pretty bad to listen.
So there I was, nth in line on Proclub.com, about to vote as prompted for my favorite
playoff athlete, hoping against hope that the Proclub IT people might factor my pick
into the next commercial break somehow, anyway I’m sitting there, not at all together,
one eye shouldering the other through the puzzling familiarity of alcoholic nightfall.
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(
Not a drop in the world.
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)
Nobody lies like a skeptic,
nobody goes the same way,
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(
—several years pass. I get a steady job and am preoccupied with skills.
Then from out of even more of this all-knowing nowhere, like a roof, beauty gave:
concussive, unenunciable, zodiac-annihilating beauty in rosary vertebrae walked right up
to and shushed me meaning much as I would vanish soon, which soon became then and
then now and you can see, without even needing to glance around, my disbelief still
hanging like a nauseating jump cut in this and any room I’m ever in, “into whose
confidence I have wandered” (Barbara Guest).
And right before everything changed a test pattern blinked, in my asshole mind
clamoring for its program, obsessed with various barriers to the only murdering thicket it
knew about, not once wondering what the truth now was as soon as this screw-anythingthat-moves scenario of these, what to even call them, chimerical Tupperwarish selves
throwing my poison at innocent morning fog for me became the point of looking inward
at the sky, and these eons of ocean and coast that did nothing to us, and what befalls I
hardly know, but I can say sunlight turning to chalk, the mirror at the end of the road,
gum piling up at harbor, whole following the part around, prosody’s clickbait like a
touch from the conqueror, unstudious noon for a lungful of heart faking prayer for the
camera bromide fiat after bromide fiat and the sheer decimus of noise emitted by its
blocks of screen oscillating wildly in berserk lust I’m in, are you, I’M IN, ARE YOU, there’s
never enough room for us!, there’s never enough vain memories of no consequence!, and
sure I went to ritual and honored the foreground when it got worse, honored the
backdrop scrim in its tangle of ribbons, honored the floor biting itself to shreds, I went to
Kailash for christ’s sake— then some random sanguine ease like a dry shingled life for
awhile, then resonant surrender in the sleep of Ulro, dreams eating their iotas, predawn
hallucinogen blue in leafy spring, famous clouds of outer space. The trying epoch. Of
insane minutiae.
But who couldn’t think we were surely enjoying it? And oh, how advantageous it would
have been to be trapped by accident in the best possible light for the duration of the
program! But how obvious, too, to all of us casual witnesses that its profusion of neat
ideas would require more maintenance than we could ever afford in order to dowse and
discern an essentially poetical perspective that, come the months with real needs, would
seem weirdly, obliviously, incorrigibly odd.
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)
Banked against transcendence and proximity as a need to avoid the alarms or stop
ringing
Well life has to be something, he said, it can’t just be this lurching from one
wretchedness to the next
Well yeah, I said, I dunno
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(
Woken like a dream in the drama room
Then sent blushing through the implored blur to know it’s there and halting out of place
can’t think into the distance if silence unlike frayed light is unable to describe how we do
so unevenly long on time’s amenable din
To hell with the pinnacle
We’re alike when we’re awake
You do your part to ruin pain
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)
Neither nothing nor a thing
nor some ashen truce between—
What else the meaning meant as day fell into its pit—
Blue, red, and black,
silk gray buzzing,
definite and various,
in our ever closer quarters,
parallel lines that meet.
Noticed, though,
that something had changed…
Looked down,
the mirror,
looked up,
the mirror,
as before.
Swearing by all that is holy where it’s hard to breathe in the present’s vicious retrospect,
to add up the numbered loves and subtract them from another sum you’d do much. So
we bled direction from any such sum’s pattern of vanishing into the overfull air, its reach
and recoil twisting to accommodate what symptoms got attributed to it by the lost and
the conscious in their last luckless go-round of dowsing for water in the forest with a
stick.
And I wondered how many people could fit in a mirror.
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They just go through the whole thing again with new onlookers,
immanent but there.
HELP
I
AM
LOCKED
IN
THE
TOUCH
MAXX
XXX
XX
X
“We pass for what we are” (RW Emerson).
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(LOSS, or clot for torque to limn the inkling still resists its giving heart away however
many grammar-waving hands of the magician on retainer keeping nothing where it was
and isn’t for the strata discoverers to chisel out and ruin yr shadow leadership, mucus of
the faith, it only grows though still at times I’ll nose a passing finger toward space and
figure There, there where it all started)
Only art erases.
It only erases itself.
Energy is a myth.
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on solid crutches you pace the server farm heart pulsing its hundred thousand outflows
O gleaming exoskeleton burden of industry greens to turned dust snow
so you’ll know what and where things were, no
gap anywhere
sitting figure weight plant hands before the double doors and quit the force—
Dreams are all the same.
Well, we lost everything to life leading itself around
but you’d like them,
laughing at clouds of us at the tops of their young lungs,
a hint of that light in the snapshot
imploding through time,
time the passage of which similar music made.
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Cosmo Spinosa
natural imaginaries
+
divested by some
kind of wind,
they interrupt
the interpreting gaze:
colors surround
that clearing
from where there is
no color–
blank wings, feathers,
scattered grain,
to border
what lines hang still
and silent now,
a slack curve
above which grey
clouds form against
perverse angles,
no prone
figures tensed
and bowing
to the frame
no image to hold
or mountains
or mountain
line past the fog,
forgetting it is there,
landscaped in relief
to the avenue,
an absence
of green
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whose sparse
occurrence surrounds,
becomes its focal
edge, to which
sight closes in
to what
uncertain capacity.
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+
light patched
through the dull
horizon,
a morning dove
blends to
the track’s
rusted patina–
words
fill in
for what is
not there,
an empty lot,
what has been
discarded
in it.
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+
northern geese
in the canal’s
low tide
pick through
the green
algae covered
landing–to which
the split
sides open
to a glass
refinery,
the conifer’s ordinary
outline in the fog,
to what commerce
is emptied of–
seasons unform
again to their
weathered reprisals,
not vanishing
at the shore’s
line or removing
to its milder climate,
only the debris
drifting outward
to a kelp bed’s
long tangle
of strands,
to that
unseen vortex.
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+
temple lit
between hill’s
crest in
the distant
haze, values
noting–
in trees
set along
the side streets,
a song
continues
from its
unknown station,
articulate into
sum, a
disembodied
source to
which i have
arrived, in
the poverty
that carries
each form
back to its
dim frieze,
to hold to
as that other
memory
is abandoned.
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+
to a garden,
open air
to commingling
wood chips
spread over
dry ground,
cacti’s hollowed
arm protruding
from the ice plant’s
overgrowth, broken
curves around
which red
petals halo–
what things
are dropped into
place, confront
their unreality–
an old
grow house,
green paint chipped
around boarded
windows.
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+
another morning
recites traffic’s
empty cadence–
lavender fronds
hanging above
cement move
dry against
the aimless wind,
how the world
slowly reveals
itself to a halfopened eye,
slow causes
drift in
to register
an isolated result,
the words
come up
short, leaving
no marker
as each
foundering sign
recedes back
into drought.
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+
geraniums
slant to
the wood
slats–
splayed
pistils
opened
to the thick
heat, to
the occluded
stem, a tattered
leaf o
wind
tear open,
rend the heat
where some
past thought
explains
its restlessness,
what the hours
unmake
and rebuild.
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+
no sight
of bees
swarming
the dense
oleander,
no hummingbird
hovers nervously
between
its flowers,
only this
open image
demands
an impossible
answer,
a sign
refusing
to emerge,
its doubtful
presence.
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+
vent swelled
to the wind,
a bodiless division
knowing
an absence makes
its ache
more real–
the song
retains its trill
beyond voice,
siphons
into thin
air,
its interlocutor
unfound in
patches of leaves
or climbing ivy
covering the gate,
this connection
reducing world
to word
is in agreement,
small vocabularies
fit the edges
of what threshold
i have left
to inhabit.
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+
look to
the sky
writ large
a blue
unfurled
banner,
somehow
my only
quarter
to deflect
its blunt
actuality–
rift of
held
image left
behind
its bland
imprint,
a poplar
in the weedspread lawn
crops out
another
empty dwelling.
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+
fennel erupts
in dense
heat beside
tracks once
meaning
economy,
not yet
a yellow
bloom to
fill the air
with pollen,
a field
in which
the wild grass
sprouts, what is
unplanned,
what a landscape can’t
anticipate,
an orange
poppy
funnels in
light
and air.
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Gabriel Ojeda–Sague
Limpias
there is a coded syndrome
of poets who want blood
who want to present small, found bodies
because they know how to
they work like drones
they watch the routines and find aberrations
they watch and tie a bandana around the body’s mouth
they gag the corners, convince even scale
there has always been an open syndrome
I see some of them in the numbers
I pass as them even if they haunt the floorboards
I can see their crisis of being attached to extant things
without leather, without baggage, without green scales
if you must have the blood, it can’t be for a ritual without spiders
if you must have the blood, it can’t evacuate the center
if you must have the blood, you must not pretend it can convulse in space
if you must have the blood, you can’t pretend to dislike it
if you must have the blood, you must also take my plantain chips and my unfortunate life
if you must have the blood, you must put your head in the ground and smell the ants
smell the roots that also become health drinks
smell the worms that are coming out of the ground (I’m trying to stop them too)
I am trying to put them into the 1/2 oz bottle
this is limpias, green but black if concentrated
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Duoprime 70, Fragrance, D&C Yellow #10 & D&C Blue #1, nothing special or radiant
limpias of poets that take bites out of the asphalt
limpias of poets in the shade of networks
limpias of poets who show the blood
limpias of poets who know the child is vulnerable
limpias of poets who seek out the sparrow and arm him
limpias of poets who have made it
limpias of poets who discovered America
limpias of poets who visit the tropics
limpias of poets who would rip the paper for tips
limpias of poets who aren’t afraid
limpias of poets who mistake their body for yours
limpias of poets who take the leather harness and attach it to a military uniform
limpias of poets who still believe images are secure things
limpias of the lachrymose poets
limpias of the martyr poets
limpias of the optimist poets
limpias of the communist poets who forget who killed my family
limpias of the market poets who forget who killed everybody else
limpias of the words that make-up the first sonnet
limpias of the aria’s high note
limpias of poets who write to answer a question
limpias of poets who want the blood and take it
limpias of poets who want to give my baby to Satan
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limpias of poets who walk all over the lard
limpias of poets who lick walls
limpias of the man that killed the first poet
limpias of the poets that killed the first man
limpias of the men who can be so sure
limpias of genealogies
limpias of hunter-gatherer poets
limpias of poets who matter
limpias of poets who look one way and then another
limpias of yelling poets
limpias of poets who notice the withered tree
limpias of poets who find the blood first and the poem second
limpias of poets with teeth
limpias of poets who cut the ribbon
limpias of poets who take queerness as their metaphor
limpias of poets who have never been scared just of walking around in the world
limpias of poets who trust the police
limpias of poets who poison the apple
limpias of poets who still trust irony
limpias of poets who think we can have an equal conversation
limpias of poets who took the photograph
limpias of poets that are gnawing on your foot
limpias of poets so they fit in a 1/2 oz bottle
limpias of my chapped lips
limpias of the nail I’ve just bitten to the sensitive part
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I am trying to clean them out of my belly-button
but they’ve dried up in there
and are having a festival
of flashing lights
paper dolls
and dancers
with elephant ears to eat
I am trying to have a cleansing
even if most days I don’t want to
and have become so tired
often instead I’ll drink condensed milk
and eat buñuelos and get very frustrated
and not look out the window
so instead
I am trying to get them with tweezers
and stick them into this 1/2 oz bottle
that at first was filled with a green-black liquid
which is really just perfume and dye
that a woman in my neighborhood sold me for 1.50$
saying “Esto es para las limpias.”
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by the railroad
at least 15 pairs
of panties just
in this block
I think of the
women dipping
themselves into
tubs full of
prescribed cleansing
getting the toxins
out of their body
and into their panties
and putting their
panties where
they know they
won’t see them
again because
the trains go so
far away from here
thank god cause
nobody else
does
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there is a tell-tale sign
of a neighborhood’s
make-up in Miami
can you hear chickens
clucking when you
close your eyes
if you can it’s time
to be very very friendly
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the hair I found
in the little plastic
bag from my ex’s
friend’s place
was thankfully
not her hair but
not so thankfully it
was her mother’s
hair that the maid
cut in the middle of
the night because the
mom gets very
drugged out to sleep
and it was thankfully
never acted upon
but we googled it
and most sites said
she would have had
total control of my
ex’s friend’s mother if
her ritual was completed
once the maid was
fired for her attempt
at black magic
my ex’s friend’s mother
scanned the rooms
holding burning rods
of sage I didn’t sleep
that night because
of the story of how
the maid said ghosts
were calling her on
the landline
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the men in my
mom’s office who
she mostly despises
all wear white one day
a year 50 men in
white suits and I
forget for what holiday
that is but it scares me
to think of 50 men in
white and my mother
in some cardigan
she gives me good
advice saying “no
creo pero respeto”
as in we don’t want
to get hexed but
my abuela brought us
up catholic and I stopped
believing in that when
my prayers didn’t turn
my friend gay and
didn’t stop anybody’s
cancer in my family
of which there is a lot
so every year 50 men
come to work in white
and it scares me
to think of that
not because I don’t
believe what they do
but because I can’t
stop and get the symbolism
straight what is white
for again and what does
this candle do
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my abuela said
to my mom to
put those black
beads on baby
me and baby
Francisco so that
no one would curse
us with their eyes
if someone says
your baby is cute you
are supposed to say
malditos sean sus
ojos which means
cursed be your eyes
which is odd because
it still uses the formal
tense and because
maldito also kind of
means fucking as an
adjective but my mom
said that she didn’t
want to dress us that
way and I get that
perspective
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I got a few gigs
after using a candle
that I felt was
easy and simple
to use and that made
me very happy
and satisfied
but when I finished
using the candle
and it was all
burned out after
7 days I didn’t
know how to
dispose of it
since it was my
first time and I had
to call the botanica
and ask and the
worst part is
I had to google
the word for dispose
because I had
forgotten and didn’t
want to be so
informal and just
say “poner en
el zafacón” and
they said I really
should just put it
in the trash which
felt weird to say
the least but I did
it and in my dorm
the trash is a long
metal chute not a
bin and I had to
hear it go all the way
down after asking
myself is this
recyclable
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My family likes
to joke that you
should pray to
San Dimas if you
are having trouble
finding parking
and to do it we
clap our hands
and say “San
Dimas encuéntranos
un parking” and
really it works
every time and
one day my mom
explains that
he is the penitent
thief and that you
are supposed to
pray for him to
intercede and this
whole time I thought
we were just saying
the name of a woman
“Sandima” who found
us parking and
always worked
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my boyfriend one
day tells me that
in his family there
also was the killing
of chickens and I
say that chicken
killing didn’t happen
in my family at least
that I know of but
it did happen in
Miami quite a lot
but I am still glad
that we have
something in
common even
if it means the
heads of many
chickens
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this is limpias or so to speak the announcing of another birth this time not of a baby
because I don’t trust babies but of several more voices punctuating each other showing
pauses and circling phrases like little pills imagine if the montage really did make it into
color
as I hear about the 17th killing I am very anxious about the ability of a 1/2 oz bottle to
cleanse the network so I think I have really failed this time and when I go out in the
night there is a door left open on a purple house at the end of the street and so I know
that is the night I will get assaulted by some guy but then I remember in Philly last time
it was 2 girls and 2 guys who did it so I guess thats up to chance
I wonder if there is a ritual to stop killing and I think there is not
some poets want to imagine themselves as a big dust cloud that no-one can see into but it
is more like Wizard of Oz and it is more like pay no attention to the latino behind the
discursive curtain but they are much better than the poets who want the blood and will
kill to get it but if I could just run out into an open field and not feel so tired after
I imagine if Eleguá’s hair was thick and separate and soaked like they say it is and I
imagine the things I’d do to such a good looking trickster even if his eyes are little white
shells but sometimes I worry that even if I were to have him by my door that terrible
terrible things would come through because he is very moody and the world is very cruel
about home invasions
the abrecaminos candle was 3$ in Miami but when I went to San Francisco the same
candle was 4.50$ riddle me that and anyways even after burning it for 7 days I couldn’t
even get half of the way through the velón so I got very worried I was doing something
very wrong
the poets are having a contest where they hold up Kleenex soaked with how much blood
they can get out of themselves or others and I don’t think I’ve ever seen such big
Kleenex before but little do they know that the way you win is not how much blood but
the first person in the audience to pass out and it turns out that the person who passes
out first is a white man so half of the crowd gets very dramatic about that saying see
what you’ve done and the other half says that they don’t really care and I am more
inclined to agree with them on it but really I wish it wasn’t a white man who passed out
first because every body gets very dramatic about the emotions of white men they have
many terms for it in books that I have read many times
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so I give up on the 1/2 oz bottle because it starts to not have enough room and someone
tells me that the 2 oz bottles last forever but they are 6$ or so and that is pretty pricey
but I go for it but unfortunately for me I didn’t notice that I am going to have to use the
tweezers to take everybody out of the 1/2 oz bottle first and put them into the second
bottle and then I can continue with what got dried up in my bellybutton and I start to
think of the metaphor for hell where a bird can only carry one grain of sand at a time
and I get very old very quickly and I get cancer in multiple places especially my skin so I
hire somebody to carve me up and that gets all the little people very excited in the bottle
and soon enough they get so excited because of the man cutting out all the little moles on
my skin and all the big moles on my lungs and brain and they start to shake and shake
until the bottle bursts and I sit in my room and comb my very big but still very patchy
beard like my father’s beard and drink a root beer
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Finn Menzies
*
broken constellation
this body apocalypse
these cells have pendulums
but today I am just empty metal clocks
filled with oil
ticking
but also drowning

gold mud
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*
can we not speak our ghosts
we waste hours looking at stars
light entering our faces
is the same matter
as our recycled bodies
light is coming to haunt us from the dead.
we do not need to be afraid of death
there is so much traveling to do afterward.
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*
We forget that eyes can be fishingpoles or
lamps
soft hands or keys
our minds are just a black radius
we must have ancestors made of glass
because we can’t stop bending to find ourselves.
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*
I know that my body is crooked
I know I am a refugee in my born body
I know that singular self is a lie:
another moment I feel guilty of deception
I know I should move my or change this body
or else it will hurt
but everything already hurts
I know that everything will always hurt
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*
your mouth is not a landscape
it is an action measured in time
your eyes sometimes grow hands
hold the light in front of you
words with light have an odd slope
they draw down your face
your mouth
its light
can’t hold itself
It wants to commit suicide
by letting the world rest
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*
Over and over I keep hearing me say:
I am a song I am song
I am language and not language.
I am the sea.
Loosening myself for the sun,
then weeping into myself whole again.
I feel myself inexplicable--a promise of fracture
The fault line is enduring and loyal
unconditional splinter
Is this not love
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Angel Dominguez
from Black Lavender Milk
Vestibule A
I write the book before falling apart; I fall with the pages. I sway
with the dirt. I coddle the failure until it’s become a bird. Until it
crashes in a field. Until it’s become erased. Until it becomes until.
The sentences are creaking with the way they hold water. The
weight is disbursed between the book and the body holding the
book. I build a tension to let go. I forget how we approach writing
and start with what’s missing. I get lost and tell no one. I let the
book sink until it is another form of emptiness. I’m more interested
in its lack.
The scene erodes with a violet fragility. I soak in a bath of rose
petals; the water goes from pink to dark bruise. I lose track of the
continent I’m writing in. I forget the frame of the novel; the
language grows wild. I give up haunting all my failures. I rub them
into my skin, like a poem. I burn the book so many times, the
manuscript exists as a form of condensation – the sky opens up
and pours out a book you’ll never read. I wish I could still speak it.
I wish I could remember what we say. Every yesterday piles itself
into a dendritic agate pose. In repose, the novel writes itself into
my sleep. I dream of many airports, but never a plane. I say the
word sky and the window becomes a doorframe. I don’t have the
strength to pick up the phone. The book is dead and I’m dragging
its entrails across a continent. I smash the book against my face
and weep when I can’t read the words. “Our longing is our
legitimacy,” that’s what Cecilia told me, documenting detritus from
a summer creekside performance. Several people die in the writing
of this novel, or they died while the novel is (being) written. I lack a
language to communicate. I wish I could tell you the color and
breath of a flower. I wish I could explain lavender to you. I make a
dark midnight from the sound of my living. I boil water and shed
from stress. Infinite realities, blurring. In one, I am 2 centimeters to
my left. Nothing comes together and all archival components fail. I
forget what I’m talking (to you) about.
The book stops writing and the dreaming feels further away. I
interrupt (myself) (with) living. I have visions of bodies on beaches
holding flares—it’s sunset, but that’s not important. When the
book is not happening, I find lost time trickling in through my
wrist; I resist the urge to be specific. I dream the novel upon
landing. The novel that was never a novel but an orchard; the
manuscript was always just a hole in the ground. The sun snows
until rain overtakes the creek in a flood. I abandon the book under
the cover of escape; I make my way sniffing a lilt-sky for signs of
light: a dim become a bright.
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The language exhausts itself in the repetition of thinking; before
reading, you should know I thought of all of these words for weeks
and pages and planes and places until I could finally open my
mouth. But something like flowers comes out. Something like a
thick light of lavender milk. I am dreaming right now. We burrow
home into our blood. In the house of your heart you start a small
fire to bring back with you. The continent rains for 10,000 days and
nothing ever gets done. The book grows roots in a glass of water.
The somnambulist drinks nothing but white light, and wine. Grass
grows thick in the cottage of your liver and you try to drown the
weeds out with color. You saturate the rhythm(s) of your blood
until there is continuity. Like veins. You recall becoming a river.
You recall swimming against the current until there was no
strength left in you and the river drowned in your memory. You
wake up 6 months later to find yourself still grieving a site where
your paw marked a grave; you read the language but don’t
understand. You make the gestures but the movement is all wrong.
You stop writing.
I forget how to write and give up before the book is written. Your
hand touches a semblance of time; you remember the scent of
3am—locate the ocean with(in) your tongue. I keep writing
(through) exhaustion until I write something else instead.
I wake up with a sprig of sun stuck in my lungs. I cough lavender
and form visions from the obstruction. I try to remember my
dreams, but often I remember a big black nothing – the lack of
image, the unconscious meandering void.
It’s several days until I am finally able to bring myself back to
myself to write anything down. The dream falls through the
window and pollen corrupts it. My eyes grow red with heavy light
waves; the blood thickens; my lips become dry.
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In the daylight that presents itself beyond us, there is the inevitable;
we try our best to hold on to the hope of it.
I retrieve the semblance of a dream and ruin my skin with sunlight.
Sometimes we are flying over the moon, and its desert – this flight
is as long as you want it to be.
The pollen piles up upon the sidewalks and buries the asphalt. The
smell of 3am; it never leaves. I teach myself new words by
pondering your dreams where we (might) meet. Mi lengua quiere
limpiar el libro, pero soy somnambulo y no se como saber la
escritura. My watch keeps breaking. I wake up and it’s missing, scar
sleeping in its place. I disclose a syllable you’re not used to saying,
though I’ve said it like a prayer all my life: Xix.

I wilt a rose between my teeth and go (back) to sleep. I wanted to
talk to you about dzonots, and what they mean.
What does it mean to become a dzonot?
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I return to the orchard before the book is finished to find you.
Seems we’ve fallen asleep in this deep valley heat. Xix. I keep
imagining this moment in which the book or rather, the
introductory essay on dzonots arrives. This never happens, the
words don’t arrive and I never feel ready to write the thing. I write
about how it’s been over 10 years since I felt their cool abundance,
the way they held my body, cradled beneath the earth. Every
dzonot holds its own myth, its own history and its own power. It’s
said that every dzonot has a guardian; this guardian acts as a
protector or spirit of the dzonot. You’re not supposed to enter a
dzonot after dark. But I’ve been trying to form a dzonot from
ribbons of night and the atoms of dreams. I’ve been attempting to
communicate something else, outside of our world. Dzonots are
portals to Xibalba, the Yucatec Mayan underworld. Here, the
bodies from which my blood originates would toss offerings, or
offer themselves in hopes of invoking a livable future. Sometimes,
a body would emerge from the waters with a message from below.
Dzonot is the indigenous spelling of the Spanish word: Cenote.
These portals are holes in the limestone foundations of the
peninsula; they are all interconnected with water – their rhizome
leads to the coast; touches Tulum. I remember my first dzonot. I
was in a white car driven by an uncle, niece next to me; Xix in the
passenger seat – we saw a small hand-painted sign that read:
DZONOT, with a black arrow pointing off the road. We followed
the sign to a clearing in the surrounding jungle. There were no
bodies present. I bolted from the car, running towards what looked
like a vast hole in the earth; my family yelled for me to stop what I
was doing. But I was an American, hot-blooded and ignorant; I ran
until I had to jump. It was far deeper than I realized and I
screamed, falling into one of Xibalba’s many mouths. ¡Que Salvage!
They shouted; you could have died! The water was clearer than any
memory could possibly reproduce; I could see straight to the
bottom of the dzonot floor, where I had been warned,
underground river-currents c/would catch hold of me; I could
drown, or be spit out in a dzonot hundreds of miles away, without
a way of knowing where I was. I could get lost in Xibalba and
never return. I never did dive down to find out if this was true. I
knew dzonots were places of power. I remember every member of
my family telling me about the magic of their water; how anyone
who drinks the water of a dzonot would be bound to return to the
peninsula based on the taste alone. The taste of home. I keep
waiting to arrive to a point in my life where the air is hot and thick
with ancestral-familiarity, where I stare back into portal or a space
of recollection, clear as sky.
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I don’t want to write a novel anymore.
I built you a dzonot instead: an airplane window glimpse of
Xibalba.
I want to stop writing the book now, before you read it.
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Housten Donham
Spring break version
Talking trash
on nothing that can even be seen
(to become rich.)
That compose me
narcissism meeting
the shells decorating the corpse,
what I have to say is maybe peripheral
to what everyone else is saying.
Clims. don’t have to enjoy more abstract ways.
quietly calming down. who cooks for themselves?
Creatures. all conform to nature
confounds the body-wrapper>
Aesthetics, who keeps strict vows,
of my own face,
kneading fog when
once you were younger again in milieu
a coterie of an occasion
salon of cannibals, the time to feed
Those uninvited ghosts; at cliff-top,
a potluck of flesh —spoiled pale
lonely figures.
the true celebrant, his hands tanned to the word,
to foster, to bring about that
proximity with death
. a spectre, the evidence, anchored
to nothing. a slow breath.
<Buried, >
putting things, their presence, into my mouth. a séance
the passage sunned over and passed on
“Beach on the roof” Motif.
we’re a kind of medium
Mond. beyond, a countour: a crasis inseparable & the shade keeps pulling itself back,
a greeting.
mid-“offering physical comfort”
Embarked as uttering “I” ,
Clew. this dude rainer. in the Arbor.
His Talk guarded logs
o’er the Pacific Ocean but it all
just dredges successes to
Interpreters in the grove
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Piece
Wrestling Royal interpreting cheap So much for
sentient topsoil; the entire epoch is elitist.
pray for un-daring fashion
A managerial distinguishing, of tanned leather which
felled interior distinctions. Singled testimonies enabled
time waves like them in tenses, where is the pale
night. Reflected in heavy rain, headlights for a minute.
Frightened in a structure, though shelter being its thing
sitting pretty, its beginning/ending. Stipulate the tether,
bettered to which to destroy you with if inseparable.
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is

dirt tinted with sheets of

heaviness colored
blue, A

seive, in fur, filters some

voiced witnessing

into its identities, pine,

timors. Isn’t it tinged
mirroring forever
first. it won’t
particularized.
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world
enclosed.

what flows out of
the eyeholes can be certainly not intact,
The devil is never enclosed, this
is never
like skin casings at some pathetic reading.

substantial left-overs of a failure at that stylization.
A misreading of your life after today guides all the
despotic idiocy in our contemporary experience.
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Interpersonal relating is codified bullshitting which
atrophied
Because it only disinterrs
the corpses with the militaristic honoring due to us.
Whatever disabusing the movements can still give us
live in your little societies, the lives we perceive in
some concord with each other which we are not part of.
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Nico Peck
Brazen Racing
after Shelley’s The Sensitive-Plant
Cruel humans
out of the cities shrank
an old stillness starved them
from leaden dryness
as they closed their knife-like hands
or opened them above the blows of day
sank them into an artless desert
different than the emptiness of ignored fear
stems and roots in the moon’s bright face
sank to the awareness of summer
all everywhere shook, held collective breath with fear
out of the vacant lots and strip malls
with fear’s sour rejection came the mob of cruel humans
a firefly or a daisy
sank to the sky without cold sunbeams
their asthma sterile with stale acidity, received
to the asphalt, unlike the silence and the block
before solid stones and short cacti
and the sand of the driest deserts,
who avoid the eyes of others,
so that they can live off their loneliness
or the robotic polyester stuffed shirt,
whose age and pattern betrays
the formaldehyde of its weft hidden
in factories of cruel
or the patriotic painter
from whose gentrified studio of clank
a sour ping rots so rough, hard and bland,
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a vision without meaning
or the pseudo-plastic-pseudo-public-spaces sculptor,
land-letch, condom still dangling
conceals the softness of his hard-on
foreskin under foreskin, to the awakening furnace,
gism of his intent a fear revealed
or the corporate printer
pushing his lover’s head down,
a pleaser, his logo obeying body after climax wilts
unperceiving the cruel ground
or the sour apple curator
the sourest who sucks
having none of the common of any place
who shrinks from helping in broken disaster
or the dry creek bed scholar
whose constantly itching career crotch
ivy league vines of poison oak
invasive species, colonizing a hell of ragweed
narrow abstract artists or daytime documentarians
or photographers in the hard sidewalks of racing
tumble and fall, without a gesture
or the wide promenade of internet makers
leading nowhere to the mouse click
to the storm shelters of wilting flarf
none decorated with shrubs or hearty whistles
needlepoint platitudes
or burrs that stick to fur and cuff
stick onto sleeves, brown and green,
to irritate the dry skin of Art.
O this defiled Hell of aesthetic insecticides
millennial cynics closing gaping mouths
frowning against humanity
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whose scolding deadens outer limbs
where Hell’s fierce heat has wrapped them
bomb shelters collapsing on an obvious peace
greedy in the pursuit of rough poetry.
All were isolated.
O the sight its strangers caused
as old enemies, whose age and fear cause anger
bare or empty with their indifferent elements
and the cruel human, who took large seeds
from the fear she saw
passed them from hand to foot
took more than anyone –
still she feared more than before
her fear GMO’d thievery
for the cruel human has a dull husk
bland and/or conceptual
fears her shallow mind
empty, she does not want to see herself
always underfoot, the sour beetle
always silent and sour
giving her followers pop music lyrics
with similar ideas
the latest in the mind-play of words
sour parents excited by their boring
bole weevil children
the strongest and the published
curated out the sincere.
Meanwhile,
I, a sincere and broke poet,
stand in the heavy rain,
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sustain clouds of lyric,
whisper iridescent shields of nebulae
whose colors I hold close
of plants, insects, and birds, revived
by air awareness with songs
whose amplitudes always change
and never boast
whose dark glass reveals innocence.
I, a stunned bird, slow,
a coppery bicycle in a fallow snowy field,
seek to unwind this brazen racing
under the filigree of dying forests
the visible flicker reveals
rain on tree roots after the dark moon sets…
So I gather with humans in the square
all strong as night
our solid bodies, although settled
envision, sound
a stand of trees
in every forest.
All stand
above cruelty, fog on a rough mountain
At morning, we rise
the sky is not asleep
and the fire not of fear
and anger, though dull, not as close
and the night rose again
to the dream of wakefulness.
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Brynne Rebele–Henry
Anemia Fruit
Still gushing morning after, red slushie of a winter
I cut an orange and say industrious
My thumb a dark split of places that should connect
Constellation skin, morning before they broke beer bottles on his heels
Sesame pits that I trickle over my fingers
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